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“Pound for Pound the best value training I have
ever been on. Tremendous breadth of capabilities”
John Little, Shearwater

We know from our own experience and that of many others that NLP will
become such an integral part of your life that you’ll just want more, more,
more!
Like most people, it’s highly likely that once you become a certified NLP
Practitioner, you’ll develop a natural curiosity which will mean you’ll want
to take it to the next level and complete the NLP Master Practitioner
training to quench your thirst for knowledge.

For many, learning
NLP becomes just something they do.
Once they take the step and understand
what value the techniques can bring,
people want to enhance their skills and
ability to utilise
NLP at more levels.

When you achieve the standard necessary, you’ll have the Master
Practitioner certificates:
• Master Practitioner of NLP

Edge NLP are one of the few training establishments accredited
to offer Time Line Therapy™ at Master Practitioner level. This is
delivered as a separate course .www.edgenlp.co.uk for details

You’ve learnt the
principles of NLP and have practiced
the great techniques involved completing your Master Practitioner
course is all about embedding those
skills further and truly engaging with
NLP.

Completing your
Master Practitioner training course may
be for self-development or for business
- whatever the reason, we know that
you will leave the course feeling
invigorated, even more motivated and
ready to
live life to the full.

It’s now time to really
embed your NLP
learning...
Reasons to choose EDGE NLP
We use a specific approach to the breakthrough sessions
that delivers a deeper experience and more effective
transition
Ability to develop your business plan as part of the course
Our course is over 6 days to allow learning to full submersion
The Edge trainers bring a multitude of business skills and life
experiences that are unique only to them
After your Master’s and TLT & Hypnosis Courses you are
then able to complete the Mastery Course with Advanced
Hypnosis and TLT
We can also offer the Institute of Leadership
& Management Level 7 qualification whilst completing the
course - contact us for more information and price for the
additional element.
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How the Course Works
This course was designed by Dr Tad James, one of the
most eminent people in the field of NLP who has been involved in its
development for 30 years.

He designed it in a way which uses NLP techniques to
enhance your understanding and learning of NLP in a structured
and easy to follow way.

We are approved and certified by the ABNLP, the TLT™A and the
ABH. Our course includes the following:
• Audio material narrated by Tad James MA, PhD, one of the leading
lights in Neuro-Linguistic Programming. This forms the basis for your
pre-course study.

• A comprehensive online course manual

• Certificates: Master Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming,

• A 6day training course that introduces, explains and demonstrates
all the NLP subjects that are required by the ABNLP. Training given
by a Certified Trainer of NLP, a Certified Trainer of Master Time Line
Therapy™ and a Certified Trainer of Hypnosis

• Pre-course examination paper

The fun begins! The course duration is 6 days,

6 DAY
COURSE

How does it work?
On booking you receive the pack and you start to learn straight
away whilst listening to the audio files and reading the
comprehensive manual. As with your Practitioner training, you’ll fill
out a questionnaire that ensures that you have a clear
understanding of each topic. If you get stuck then you just email or
call us and we’ll help you.
When you have completed the pre-course study you email us the
questionnaire and once more we give you feedback and help you
with any parts of it that you appear to be unsure of.

Our course outline includes:
• The Psychology of Suggestion
• Advanced Sub-Modalities, Strategies
• Special Advanced Language Patterns
• Values, Beliefs, Criteria
• Modelling (including a modelling project)
• Basis of Long Term Change
• Prime Concerns
• Drama Triangle
• Advanced Healing Techniques
• Sleight of Mouth
• Advanced Presuppositions
• Hierarchy of Ideas
• Meta Model III
• MPVI -- Meta-Programs and Values Inventory
• Effective Presentations/Training Elements
• Allergy Relief Methods
• Quantum Linguistics
• Personal Breakthrough Sessions
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Course Content Overview
Learn the Secret
Process that Dominates Everyone’s
Behaviours:

Specifically, you will learn how to:

Negotiate
with Elegance:
Master the practical
negotiation process of
using values elicitation and
chunking together.

Expand Your
Thinking 4 Ways:
Sub-Modalities are the
building blocks of thoughts. Learn the
intricacies of human thought, how to
optimize and change your own thinking
patterns, and how to enhance your impact
on others’ thinking patterns. Practitioner
level material is expanded to new realms
of usefulness.

And More:

Learn the Secret
Behind the Secret:
Modelling is the advanced material that
introduces you to the very processes that
created NLP. You will learn modelling and
complete a modelling project. We must
always remember
that modelling is at the
heart of NLP.

Values & Meta Programs are a practical analysis
and description of the processes that dominate
everyone’s behaviours. They provide systematic
exploration
of how to motivate, encourage and communicate
with wide varieties of behaviours and belief
systems.
Some of the most useful
information in NLP!

as a separate course

Control Your
Language &
Master Success:
Even more of the most effective and
practically useful ways of
communicating and persuading.
Mastery of language patterns creates
ensured success in all aspects of your
life

As you will find at every level of knowledge, just
learning how to get
results isn’t always enough to actually
get them. The advanced Master Time
Line Therapy® and Hypnosis techniques have come to
be what Tad James is best known for, and you will
benefit from his development and mastery of these very
special topics. If your interest is in achieving superior
results in business, making personal breakthroughs, or
creating a successful therapy practice, these
techniques
will empower you to make
it happen!

And... Much,
much more ...
and all at an advanced level! Topics such as
Quantum Linguistics, Hierarchy of Ideas, Sleight of
Mouth, Platform Skills, Prime Concerns,
Suggestibility, Advanced Healing, and Allergy
Intervention are just the tip of the iceberg of what
we have in store for you when you join us for the
Intensive NLP Master Practitioner Certification®
Training.
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Common Questions we get asked...
Do I need to have NLP experience
before joining the course?
You will need an NLP Practitioner
Certificate (ABNLP) from Edge NLP or
other ABNLP approved training body.

What happens if I don’t understand
certain parts of the course?
During the course you will have full access to our
trainers. If you need to talk to them out of class it’s
always a pleasure. If you have a particular issue you
would like to work on out of class (perhaps one that’s
not suitable for the classroom environment) then our trainers will work with
you to help you resolve it. We
want to show you how to walk the talk

After the course, can we contact EDGE?

After the course you are welcome to contact your trainer
(or anyone else at Edge NLP) for any continuing support that you require or
any questions you need answering, we will continue to support you in your
achievements.ing us on 07852191323 with any questions you may or may
not find that you have and book onto the next available course so that you
can join the many people who have successfully begun to master their lives
with NLP!

Read our course testimonials here
£
6 6 Days

Cost: 6 days £1655 per person*
BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW

facebook.com/EdgeNLP
@EdgeNLP

* We accept payment by credit card or PayPal. We are happy to talk
to you should you wish to split the payments.
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